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Introduction

• How to model the relation between the macro 
economy and the default rate?

• What macroeconomic variables are related to 
default behaviour of firms?

• Scenario analysis of the default behaviour of 
firms for a base scenario with no assumptions 
and a scenario with a two quarter zero GDP 
growth



Aggregate default modelling

pdt = g(θ, zt ,vt ) 
• pdt : fraction of firms that defaults in period t
• θ : parameter vector
• zt : explanatory variables
• vt : disturbance

• No firm specific variables
• Estimation with Maximizing Likelihood
• Distribution of pdt controlled by distribution of vt



Macro variables

Positively related Negatively related
GDP growth X
Interest rates X
Exchange rates X

Positively related Negatively related
GDP growth X
Interest rates X
Stock market return X

Stock market volatility X

Literature on non stock exchange traded firms:

Literature on stock exchange traded firms:



GDP growth

The economy is always at risk of slowing down

Declining GDP 
↕

Declining aggregate demand
↕

Lower sales
↕

Default



Interest rates

Over the next years, a decline in the saving rate caused by aging 
is likely to boost interest rates

Rising Interest rates
↕

Rising cost of debt
↕

Default



Exchange rate
E.g. the possibility of a depreciation of the USD.

Sign is ambiguous

• Importing firms depend 
positively on exchange rate

• Exporting firms depend 
negatively on exchange rate



Stock market
Stock market crashes: High impact, low probability

• Pd negatively related to 
stock return 

• Pd positively related to 
volatility



Oil Price
Concern about a rising oil price

Rising Oil Price
↕

Rising Cost
↕

Default



Scenario analysis

Comparison of average simulated paths of default rates in 
2007:

• Base scenario: no assumptions
• Worst case scenario: 2.5% worst cases of base scenario
• GDP growth scenario: assume zero growth in two 

quarters 2006.3 and 2006.4



Scenario results



Historic GDP and default



Conclusions

• What macroeconomic variables are related to default behaviour of
Dutch firms?
• Significant: GDP growth, Oil price
• Some significance: interest rate, exchange rate
• Insignificant: Stock market return and volatility

• What is the default behaviour of Dutch firms given a two quarter
zero GDP growth and a 2.5% worst case scenario?
• The 2.5% worst case scenarios lead to a great rise in the default 

rate
• The default rate does barely react to short recessions
• Does this suggest that a scenario of two quarter zero GDP 

growth underestimates risk?
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